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October 10, 2019
Professor Kate Shaw appeared on Good Morning America September
30 to talk about the possible impeachment of President Trump,
saying, "The whistleblower complaint this week is the beginning of a
process. And the Democrats on the Hill are going to want access to
information and to testimony...they're going to be pretty focused on
what they ask for. And I think we're all going to be watching closely to
see what the White House does."
Professor Shaw also appeared on This Week with George
Stephanopoulos on October 6: "I think President Trump would clearly
like this debate to be framed in those terms-was there a quid pro quo-
and he hopes that the answer is that no evidence will emerge to
establish a quid pro quo."
View the Good Morning America clip here
(https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/News/video/us-special-envoy-
ukraine-resigned-amid-whistleblower-scandal-65921765) and the
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Professor Jessica Roth
was a guest
on WNYC's The Docket
to talk about
impeachment and
Rudy Giulian's role in
President Trump's
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The American Civil
Liberties Union, along
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Professor Alex Reinert
and Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,
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This Week clip here (https://www.youtube.com
/watch?time_continue=384&v=6Rka6eejGWU).
SHARE
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on October 3 seeking
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Professor Chris
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focusing on Nike's
patent infringement
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Professor Chris
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Merger in NY Times
and Wall Street
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Professor Sam
Weinstein was quoted
in The New York Times
regarding the
T-Mobile/Sprint
merger. “There is a lot
of criticism of the
agencies that they are
not doing enough
about big tech and this
is a way to respond to
that criticism," he
said.
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